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I use molecular modeling software such as Spartan to design new molecules. This software really feels like the future of
molecular modeling. I understand this is an early release beta version but here are a few things that I would love to see being
added. 1. Basic molecular mechanics calculations. It is almost impossible to draw perfect benzene or cyclohexane with the
correct bond lengths and angles. Adding some basic MM would help a lot. 2. Please add some sound effects, just for fun. 3..
This has potential. Right now it's really simplistic, but the idea is there and it's a great one. I'd like it if molecules would snap to
whatever shape they would have in real life, for instance CO2 would snap straight if you tried to put it at an angle, and bonds
would be the same length (this value could be changed with a setting to make easier building).. Great first day of beta. Love this
app and I love where they are going with this. We'll need some more atoms of course -- we are given CHONP to start -- and a
big periodic table in the background would be pretty cool. The tutorial format was incredidble and I see a lot of potential there
for a sort of quizzing/tutorial format for learning organic chemistry. I'd like one more button click to advance to the next part of
the tutorial so I can look at what I've done before it goes away. It would also be pretty cool if there was a "wiggle" feature to sort
of coax the thing you've made toward it's correct angles.sort of like what that protein building web app from several years ago
had. The one used to crowd source protein structures. But the thing I found I wanted most of all was an UNDO BUTTON.
Please oh please give us an undo button.. This software is amazing. Everyone interested in chemistry should check it out.
However, I'm a bit sad. I bought this software when it was still called Nano-One. At that time, it was a simple program for
building molecules in VR, and it had a lot of potential. What I wanted was that program but a bit more advanced. If I had known
it would become "free", with crazy expensive licenses that have to be updated every year, I would never have bought it. It's
certainly not what I was looking for, and I don't want to economically support a company that uses that business model, even if
it was just 7 euros. I'm also dissapointed that the software now requires a network connection to run. I can't really give it a
negative review, because it's still an amazing software, and it's amazing that it is in VR. But it's not the program I paid for, and I
would like my money back.. This is an awesome piece of software. I'm still figuring out how to find the screenshots I take while
building molecules but it is amazing just to play with! The menu structure is good and the options for pre-made molecules mean
that even as a novice I can produce some complex forms.

Nanome 1.1 - The Chemist Update : We often call each new release a major update but believe us when we say this is a
MAJOR update. This update moves Nanome from primarily a visualization tool closer to a next-generation nano-scale design
tool. Here's a taste of the new features. Check out the full list at our blog here! [blog.matryx.ai] New Features List: Medchem
Tool: Build faster and more efficiently with pre-designed rings, chains, and functional groups. Torsion Tool: Rotate bond angles
and measure dihedral angles Undo/Redo: Easily revert and edit with a full history of the workspace The Molecular Browser
Menu has been split into 2 new menus: the Entry List and Hierarchy Menu. Within the Hierarchy Menu, theres a new search bar
for faster searching and browsing for atom or residue names/numbers Load images into Nanome for easy reference (.png, .jpg
and .jpeg files supported) Load PDF files from My Files Menu Shrink/expand the selection by residues in the Distance tab of
the Advanced Selection menu Further enhancements for Electron Density Map support New Shortcuts on the Wrist Menu for
the Plugin System and De-Selecting. Nano-One Will be coming out of early access later this month as Nanome : Every single
day for the past two years, we've been working extremely hard to take molecular modeling in VR to the next level. We're very
pleased to announce that we'll be taking Nano-One out of Early Access for a full release! We're also renaming Nano-One as
Nanome (Na-Nome, like Genome for Nano). More information on our release and news check out our blog! [blog.matryx.ai]
Currently, Nanome is used in top pharmaceutical research facilities in big pharma and in academic research institutions. In
August of 2018, Nanome is coming to all major VR app stores! Nanome allows you to go down to the nanoscale and model and
simulate proteins and chemicals. Import PDB's/SDFs/mmCIF, manipulate ligands, apply energy minimization algorithms, all
with your colleagues right next to you. Be sure to tune into our weekly twitch streams at twitch.tv/nanomeinc ! Get the latest on
Nanome on our youtube:. You asked and we listened : We have recently reduced the price for nano-one to $9.99 so that more
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people may enjoy building molecules in VR.. Nano-One Updates coming soon! : Be sure to check out some of the updates
coming soon to Nano-One in this video!. Happy Thanksgiving! : Hi all. We're excited to announce our weekend promotion for
Cyber Monday. For a limited time, we're offering a lifetime discount to Nanome. Visit our website to learn more - We hope
you've enjoyed all the latest updates. We'll soon be releasing additional support for aligning your structures and cycling through
multiple ligands at a protein's binding site. Stay tuned as we continue to develop additional functionality and feel free to send us
any feedback to supportnanome.ai We'd love to hear about how you use Nanome and any additional functionality you would
like to be added.. Nanome 1.06 now Live! : Hey Nanomers, The next major update is here! Nanome 1.06 introduces new
features and redesigns that will speed up your work flows! Check out the full list with pictures and examples in our newest blog
post. [blog.matryx.ai] Below are some highlights of the newest update. New Features: Menus have been redesigned to include
icons and maintain visually consistency Tooltips have been added across the application Auto align and lock your molecules
during the initial loading process Unlock molecules directly on the align menu Extend your selection by angstroms through the
Advanced Selection menu Quickly open menu through the new Quick Select button on the wrist Load Pymol session files
including their custom labels New knob interaction for changing the Electron Density Map (EDM) sigma and opacity values
General improvements to the network to make collaboration smoother. Optimized EDM rendering Reduced application size
Easily color your molecules 1.05 Menus 1.06 Menus
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